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INTRODUCTION

Hiring can be difficult; whether you’re
hiring your first employee or adding a
new member to your existing team, it’s
critical to find the right match for your
position and organization and develop a
formal hiring process that is fast,
effective, and legal.

This guide was developed to alleviate
some of the stress that comes with
hiring the perfect candidate. This guide
will identify the main steps that will help
you get from point A to point B through
easy-to-understand steps. Although not
every organization will do everything the
same, it is important to take these steps
as a guide and apply them to your
organization to work best for you.
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STEPS

Included in the guide we will review the
following steps. Apply these steps within
your organization in a way that will
work best for you.
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H U M A N  R E S O U R C E S  C O N S U L T I N G  

Research

Job Description

Posting

Interviewing

Reference Checks

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



RESEARCH
PART 1

Determine the tasks and/or responsibilities that this position would be completing. 
Does this person need a specific education to complete the duties of the position
What level of experience would be needed to be successful in the role

Internal and external research is an important first step when you have identified that you
either need to create a new position or hire for an existing position. 

Internal Research
1.
2.
3.

Based, on your analysis of the above questions, determine the skills required. These skills can
usually fit into two categories: NEEDS and WANTS. Under the need category, these skills are a
must, the person must be able to do these skills with little to no training. In the want category,
these skills are a bonus, they aren't necessarily a requirement right away, but they will elevate
the person's skill set and make them an asset to the organization. In the want category, these
are skills you are willing to train and coach the person to develop within the role.

** It is important to do internal research for an existing position that needs to be filled, as job
duties/tasks and responsibilities may have changed since the last time the position was hired
for, as well it a good time to evaluate the workload of a team and shift tasks around before
hiring a new person for the open role.**
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Task and Responsibilities 
Providing customer service in person, over the
phone, and by email 
Receiving and distributing in-coming and out-going
mail
Booking meetings through Outlook
Providing refreshments for clients before meetings

Education 
High School Diploma or GED

Experience
At least 1 year of experience in a customer service or
administrative role or equivalent

Example - Administrative Assistant

Customer Service
Communication
Time Management
Computer Skills
Microsoft Word and Outlook
Using Multi-Line Phone System

Able to use Fax Machine
Multi-Tasking
Can use Powerpoint and Excel
Experience mailing out documents

Skills -  NEED

Skills - WANT



RESEARCH
PART 2

Based on your skills required, what is the average pay for a similar position in your industry?
What position titles are popular for a position with this skillset?
Where are good places to post the position to get the right type of exposure for the
position?

ALIS
Indeed
Glassdoor
Randstad
Neuvoo
Payscale

Indeed
LinkedIn
Company Website - with a link to an external site (example Indeed)
ZipRecruiter
Newspaper
Social Media - with a link to an external site (example Indeed)

The next step is doing external research to determine if your job will be competitive in the job
market. If this s a brand new position, you may also need to research to determine what the title
of the new position is based on the skillset required. 
External Research

1.
2.
3.

It's important to do market research to see what other companies in your industry pay for a
similar position to determine if the pay you have budgeted will make your position competitive
within the job market.  Depending on your industry, there may be resources online that can help
you determine this. Some examples are:

Next is to determine where is the most appropriate places to post your open position. Again,
depending on the type of person you are looking for will determine where you should post it. 
For example, you might find more success posting a Director Position on LinkedIn.
Some examples of places to post a position are:
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JOB
DESCRIPTION

 Be Specific - Use a targetted job title that accurately describes the role
Lingo - Use standard experience levels rather than company lingo. For example, Senior
Director rather than Director IV. You want to make sure when people are searching for jobs
they can easily find it

Outline the core responsibilities - What is this position accountable for completing
Explain the Job Tasks - What things will this person be doing on a day-to-day basis 
Reports - Include if this position has any direct reports, as well as whom they report to. This
helps the person see the bigger picture of how this role fits with the company.

The next step is using all your research to write a job description. Job descriptions are
important in determining what to put in your posting when posting a job, as well it is the
foundation of the roles, responsibilities, and tasks. Whether or not this is a new position or an
existing position, the job description should be reviewed.

Crafting a compelling job description is essential to helping you attract the most qualified
candidate for your job; they are where you start marketing your company, and your job to your
future hires. 

A job description summarizes the essential responsibilities, activities, qualifications, and skills
in a role. Based on your internal research, you should be able to determine these things.  

Below are the parts to include
Part 1 - Job Title

Part 2 - Job Summary 
The summary should provide an overview of your company's and specific expectation of the
position. 

Part 3 - Responsibilities and Duties

  



Indeed
LinkedIn
Company Website - with a link to an external site (example Indeed)
ZipRecruiter
Newspaper
Social Media - with a link to an external site (example Indeed)

The next step is to create your posting to advertise your open position. As discussed earlier,
there are many places you can post your position to, for example: 

Based on your external research, determine where is the best place to post your position. 
It is also important to post your position internally to allow existing employees to apply as well. 

When creating your posting, you may want to have 2 different postings, external and internal. 
In the external one, it is important to include the main parts of your job description and include
important company details — company mission, culture, any benefits it provides to employees,
whom this employee reports to, and the company structure can be important.

Depending on what media you use to advertise your open position externally, you might have
the option to include questions or short assessment quizzes that potential candidates need to
answer or complete. Take advantage of these options. This can help you narrow down the
candidate pool based on your NEED skills. One example is, on Indeed, if you are posting a
receptionist position, you could take advantage of one of their short assessment quizzes that
determine the candidate's ability to priorities incoming tasks. 
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POSTING



Invite the person into the interview room
Do an introduction of the people in the room
Give a quick summary of the position/company etc.
Give a summary of how the interview is going to happen
Ask interview questions
Allow the candidate to ask any questions
Let the candidate know any next steps

Once you have reviewed all applications and determined a candidate list of potential people who
can fit the role, the next step is interviewing. 
Depending on your capacity, you can determine whom you would like to be the interviewers for
the position. It could be the direct supervisor/manager for the position, HR, Co-workers, or a
combination. It is important to be consistent with who is the interviewers for all interviews.

It's important to come up with a list of questions that you will ask each candidate, making sure
that you ask the same questions to each person. The questions should be based on the skills,
qualifications, and experience you are looking for. In addition, it's important to ask for a
combination of questions, such as situational-based questions, example questions, and
knowledge questions. 
The goals of interviewing are to get to know the person and for the candidate to get to know the
company/team and determine if it is a good fit.  
You can find many different interview questions online by searching for the skill/knowledge or
experience you are looking for. 

The normal process for interviewing is the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

- When you will get back to them with an answer
- if you need references and when you will contact them
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INTERVIEWING



How do you know the individual 
did you supervise or manage the individual 
How long have you known them?
Tell me about their personality.
Do they get along with their co-workers? Have you had any issues?
 What are some top skills they have demonstrated
Do they have ____Blank skill that is required for my job?
What are their top strengths? Do they have any weaknesses we should be aware of?
What is something you have identified as past performance issues? Did they fix the
performance issues?
If you were given the opportunity, would you hire them back onto your team?

Once interviewing is complete, the next step is to complete reference checks. Normally
reference checks are completed only for candidates you have identified as potentially good fits
for the positions and generally are completed only for external candidates. Still, for internals,
you could talk to the person's current supervisor/manager about their performance, and if they
would be a good fit for the new role, you can also talk with HR.

A reference check gives you the ability to talk to someone who has worked with the candidate
before and find out more about them. If someone doesn't have any work-related references, you
can also ask for a personal reference to talk to someone who can provide a character reference
about that person's personality and skills. 

A reference check is a good time to ask about personality traits that you are looking for,
demonstrated skills and qualifications,s and the person's past performance. 

Below are some questions that you can ask during a reference check:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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REFERENCE
CHECK


